Just the facts...

San Marino is the Best!!!

Most fountains look beautiful when new, but
how will they look and perform after a year
of rentals? Or after 20 years of rentals?
San Marino's goal is for you to be able to
generate 100 times your investment over
the life of our fountain. That's, on average,
a $50,000 return* on a $500 investment.
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San Marino:
One piece tulip with large coupler as standard equipment.
Pulp screen under tulip so you can pump
the pulpiest beverage. Easy to remove and
clean.
Others:
Optional at extra cost.
Fastened with small, chrome plated, brass nuts that fade
and strip in time. These can be easy to lose and hard to
assemble.
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So good, San Marino is the only fountain to
ever carry the UL Safety Seal of approval.
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San Marino:
Stainless steel drip chains held
in place with one mounting ring.
No chance of losing one chain.
Others:
Individual chains with hole plugged up by retainer. This
causes very little fluid to run down the chains and one
chain can be lost easily.

San Marino:
trim is fastened with stainless
screws. Bowl trim is attached with
welded on studs.
Others:
Pop-riveted trim. Very hard to replace.
Glued on trim.
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San Marino's is the Original
Splashproof Fountain.
Design Patented in 1967

San Marino:
Overflow tube is locked in place and
○
can't go out of adjustment. Clear flexible
bottom tube can't break or move.
Others:
Hard plastic tube stuck through hole without support.
This can fall out or be pushed out of adjustment.

San Marino:
Two moisture tight light caps and
sockets with pole beaded at bowl end.
Others:
Double sided sockets allowing fluid to run into the
top side and corrode the inside.
Odd size light bulbs and sockets that are hard to find
replacements for.
Wires and sockets exposed to beverage.
Light poles mounted with soldered in pipe fittings.
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Marino:
Long, fancy bend nozzles,
beaded at back to prevent leaks.
Patented Splashproof Design.
Clean streamline tip.
Others:
Short nozzles fastened with small, chrome
plated brass nuts that can be easily turned
and loosened. Short nozzles have less room
for filling your glass. Look for the Splash.
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San Marino:
Large 5/8 inch diameter molded nylon
supply tube with large mounting brackets and clear flexible supply line. Large
○
threads don't strip or cross thread.
Others:
Small threads that can be easily worn, misaligned,
and stripped. These small threads require many turns
to tighten.
Flimsy support brackets that cause parts not to line up
properly.
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San Marino:
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Large finger nut easily
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mounts and seals nozzle tray.
Others:
No nut at all. This causes fluid to leak from the nozzle
tray onto the light bulbs. This causes the bulbs to
burn out and corrodes the sockets. This can also
contaminate the beverage.

San Marino:
Large molded nylon couplers with large
threads for easy alignment and no cross
threading. No flow adjuster needed.
Others:
Small/fine threads that are easy to misalign, strip, and
wear out.
Soldered in flow restrictors that plug up with pulp or
even fall out.
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EXCLUSIVE to San Marino:
More efficient pump and motor, designed
and manufactured by San Marino.
Pump flow is matched to nozzles
to prevent over pumping beverage.
This keeps carbonated beverages
from going flat fast. Easy twist
on-off pump housing for cleaning.
No little nuts or screws to mess with.
Large inlets to accept and pump pulp.
Pump motor is air cooled and mounted in
the base, away from the beverage.
Others:
Large pumps designed for fish ponds that over pump the
beverage and won't allow the fluid level to fall below half before
they start sucking air.
Pumps that use a lot of little screws and nuts that make them difficult to clean.
Pump motors mounted in the beverage or exposed to the beverage for cooling. This
not only warms the beverage, but the natural acids in the beverage causes this cast
aluminum to corrode.
Pump motors running in an oil bath. The only thing keeping this TOXIC oil away from
the beverage in a rubber seal. This seal can wear out in time and cause toxic oil to
contaminate the beverage. This can result in a serious problem.
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San Marino:
Bowl trim is attached with
studs welded to bowl. No
○ holes through main bowl.
Base and column trim
attached with stainless
screws.
Others:
Holes through main bowl with trim
pop-riveted on. Very difficult to replace.
Trim just glued on with silicone.

San Marino:
Bowl and base are welded together with
the same kind of welds holding your car
together. All stainless steel bowl and base.
Others:
Bowl and base are glued and soldered together.
Chrome plated steel base that can peal and rust.

This makes it easy to see why San Marino is the SMART choice.
San Marino Fountain Company --- 800-854-6721 or 626-359-0011
*Based on 1 rental per week at $50.00 per rental for 20 years.

